The unitarily invariant norms of matrices, or operators, are essentially the symmetric norms of their singular values. A subclass of these norms depending upon only a few largest of the singular values is considered, and the polars of these norms are characterized. The result is then used to obtain generalizations of some well-known inequalities. The implications for operators on infinite-dimensional spaces are discussed.
1. Introduction and summary. The unitarily invariant (UI) norms were introduced by von Neumann [13] for the purpose of metrizing matrix spaces. He, together with his associates, established that the class of UI norms of « X « complex matrices coincides with the class of symmetric gauge functions (SGF's) of their singular values. These norms have now been variously generalized and utilized in several contexts. For example, Schatten [10, 11] defines norms on two-sided ideals of completely continuous operators on an arbitrary Hilbert space; Fan [2] obtains results relevant to these norms. The von Neumann norms play a crucial role in the study of function spaces and group representations (see, e.g., McCarthy [7] and Kunze [6] ) and in obtaining certain bounds of importance in quantum field theory (see Simon [12] ). More recently, Bhatia [1] has used the UI norms in the analysis of spectral variation. For historical perspectives and surveys of UI norms, see Schatten [10, 11] , Hewitt and Ross [5] , Gohberg and Krein [3] and Simon [12] .
In his basic paper, von Neumann [13] studied various properties of SGF's and the corresponding UI norms. In particular, he showed that the polar of a UI norm is itself a UI norm. He illustrated the result using the usual /7-norms. In this note we present a structure theorem for the polars of a class of UI norms. As an application of this result, we obtain the polars of Ky Fan's /c-norms in explicit form and also an extension of Holder's inequality. Some remarks on the spaces c^, analogous to the operator spaces cp (see McCarthy [7] ), related to these norms follow.
The basic facts relevant to the purpose of this paper are summarized in §2. §3 contains the main results. §4 is given to some applications and implications. unitarily invariant, if for A eB (ff) and Í/Je U(H), \\A\\ = \\UA V\\. Construction of such norms requires SGF's, i.e., symmetric gauge functions on R".
Following von Neumann, a gauge function, i.e., a norm, <f>: R" -> Rl is said to be symmetric if (i) <f>(x) > 0, with equality iff x = 0, (ii) 4>(cx) = |c|<i>(x) for any scalar c, and (iii) ¿>(x + y) < <j>(x) + <|>(y), for x = (*i> x2,... ,xn) g R", y g R",and if it also satisfies (2.1) 4>(elxti,e2xh,...,eaxiJ = <f>(x), for any permutation (/',, i2,...,in) of (1,2,...,«) and any combination e, = ±1 of the signs.
Let $" denote the class of all SGF's on Ä" as defined above. For any <f> g $h and yefi", define the dual (2.2) </>°(y) = max x'y/<j>(x). e., the eigenvalues of (AA*)1/2. A major accomplishment of von Neumann's paper [13] is a demonstration of the fact that for any SGF $ g On Call \\A\Lo, i.e., \\A\\ of (2.4), the polar of \\A\\r For any integer m, m < n, and <i> g 4>m let <í>m(x) = <b(xa), x(2),.. .,x(m)).
Then it is easy to verify that 4>m defines an SGF on R". That is, <f>m g S>w and, in the notation of §2, the corresponding
is a UI norm on B(//). In this section we characterize the polar <f>° of <pm g <j?n in terms of the polar <¡>° of <|> g í>m and consequently obtain the polar of \\A\\^ . In order to describe and prove the main results we need the following two lemmas. Proof. The maximum must occur when the coordinates of a and b are similarly ordered. Otherwise by the rearrangement theorem, e.g., see Hardy, Littlewood and Pólya [4] , the sum T.\a¡b¡ could be increased without violating the restriction <í>(a) < 1. For y = 0 this obviously is so. We will now prove that if the maximum is in Sj and j < m -k -1, then in fact the maximum is in Sj+l. This will permit us to conclude that the maximum in (3.8) is in Sm_k_1.
To prove the inductive step, for any x g S¡ define x* as follows:
(x¡, i = 1,2,...,m -j -2, The first factor in (3.15) is nonnegative since x G S0. In the notation of the proof of Lemma 3.1, as applied to they's, the second factor is -ßm_J_1. This is nonnegative as long asj < m -k -1. We have just proved that Combining the definitions of a UI norm ||j4|L at (2.3), its polar \\A\\¿> at (2.4), and of a trimmed SGF <f>m at (3.1), we get Corollary 3.4. For any <b g <t>m, m < n, the trimmed SGF <pm defines a UI norm on B(H). Its polar is the UI norm defined by (p° at (3.5).
4. Applications and implications. The following observations outline some possible uses, further consequences and suggestions resulting from the main structural result presented in the previous section.
(1) Two classes of SGF's commonly occur in literature as illustrations. For 1</7<oo and x e R", ${x) -Q%\p.,lp)1/p is an SGF in $" with <b°(x) = (L"\xi\q)l/q, q'1 = 1 -p~l. The UI norms of the operators generated by these SGF's are known as the Schatten p-norms. If m < n is an integer, x g R", then in the notation of §3, <i>(x) = LJ".x(0 is an SGF, the corresponding UI norm H^H^ being known as a Ky Fan A>norm. The results in §3 provide the duals of these norms. Those completely continuous operators for which this is finite form a Banach space c with this as norm (see McCarthy [7] ). If p > 1 the space is reflexive, and (c )* = c wherep"1 + q'1 = 1. However, cx is not reflexive, and (cj)* consists of all bounded operators. More generally, let <b be any symmetric gauge function defined on the space of sequences having only a finite number of nonzero terms. Then we can still use definition (2.2) to define the polar ¿>°. (Furthermore, if <bm is defined by (3.1) then ç>"( is still given by Theorem 3.3.) Both <f> and <p° can be extended to the space of sequences converging to zero by taking limits. Of course, for some such sequences, <p or <p° may be equal to + oo.
The unitarily invariant norms for completely continuous operators are of the form ll^ll.j, = ¿>({a,(^)}). Those A for which \\AWq < oo form a Banach space c^. We still have the equation 
